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by John de Graaf
Coauthor of Affluenza and Executive Director of Take Back Your Time

Moving our nation toward a culture of knowing what matters.
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I have spent the last four years immersing myself in 
the subject of happiness. What makes us happy? 
Who is happy? What matters more, attitudes or life 
conditions? Can national policies make us happi-

er? For some, happiness, they declare, is a personal 
matter, unmeasurable, and too frivolous for the affairs 
of state. But our country was founded on the idea that 
happiness matters. 

For Thomas Jefferson, setting the stage where the cit-
izens of this country could find and secure their own 
happiness — the sense not of momentary pleasure, 
but of a satisfied and virtuous life — was not only a 
personal goal, but also “the only orthodox purpose of 
the institution of government.” Yet, in his day, it wasn’t 
feasible to measure happiness; it was all guesswork. 
Not so today, when the study of happiness has be-
come a science and we are better able than ever be-
fore to understand who is happy, and why.

Seniors and the Happiness Gap  
My colleagues from the Happiness Initiative (www.

happycounts.org) have amassed a great deal of data 
about American happiness based on nearly 30,000 full 
responses to a lengthy scientific survey. Metrics like in-
come satisfaction, financial security, physical health, 
access to educational and cultural opportunities, and 
healthy environmental factors have all been cited as 
predictive measures of happiness and general well-
being. In fact, similar metrics are used by UNICEF and 
the United Nations in their global studies of happiness. 
(See endnotes for information on these studies.)

Till recently, happiness scores have tended to form 
what looked like a smiley-face curve, highest in youth 
and old age, lowest in middle age, when life’s pres-
sures and demands often overwhelm people. But the 
Happiness Initiative is finding something different: 
Right now, the unhappiest Americans are those aged 
25–29. 

Table 1: Happiness of two age groups  
with the categories shown.

As shown in the graph, in all areas of life, seniors are 
doing much better. They even feel healthier than their 
younger counterparts! On a scale of 0–100, these are 
serious differences between the two age groups, equal 
to the “happiness gap” between Americans and resi-
dents of China or India. 

The gap of 10 points in overall happiness between 
age groups 65–69 and 25–29 is even greater than that 
between the richest and poorest 10% of Americans, 
suggesting that money alone can’t buy happiness. This 
is supported by research on childhood well-being con-
ducted by UNICEF, which showed that “there does not 
appear to be a strong relationship between per capita 
GDP and overall child well-being.” (UNICEF, 2013)

Young people in the United States seem unhappy 
and fearful of the future. They face unparalleled debt 
driven by the high cost of college, and grim job pros-
pects. They fear they will reach old age penniless and 
pension-less. By contrast, seniors have the most re-
sources among age groups and are more confident 
about their social support systems.

Where Happiness Ranks Highest 
A relatively secure, confident elder class hasn’t al-

ways been the case. In the era before Social Security, 
defined benefit pensions and Medicare, seniors were 
among the poorest Americans, dependent for their 
economic security on the benevolence of families. 
We didn’t measure happiness then, but have reason 
to believe they would have been far less satisfied with 
their lot.

Now it’s the very young of this country who fare 
poorly. Indeed, the UNICEF study ranked the U.S. 26th 
of 29 nations studied when considering six key metrics 
of child well-being: economic security, health, hous-
ing, environment, education and risky behaviors. Our 
kids did a bit better when asked how satisfied they 
were with life, ranking 23rd. In not a single category 
analyzed by UNICEF did U.S. children rank above the 
bottom third of the 29 wealthiest nations studied. 

The top-performing nation was the Netherlands, 
which ranked number one in three of the six metrics 
measured by UNICEF and also number one in re-
ported life satisfaction, a stunning performance. Close 
behind were children in the Nordic countries. These, 
in slightly different order, are the same nations that 
the United Nations World Happiness Report (United 
Nations, 2013) ranks as having the happiest adults. 
And though there are not enough data to prove that 
greater childhood well-being results in happier adults, 
the correlations are strong. 

What Sets These Countries Apart?  
If, as we’ve seen, money is not the root of happiness, 

then what is it about these high-ranking countries that 
serve to foster happiness?

For one thing, they are all countries with strong gov-
ernment programs and social supports for families, in-

“The happiness and prosperity of our citizens ... is the only legitimate object 

of government and the first duty of governors.” — Thomas Jefferson

cluding generous paid family leave, sick leave to care 
for children, and excellent low-cost healthcare and 
pre-school. Their laws also support parents in many 
other ways, including greater opportunities for part-time 
work sufficient to provide a living wage and long vaca-
tion breaks providing an escape from the rush of mid-
dle-age life demands. By contrast, American vacations 
are among the shortest in the world, and we are one of 
only five countries without a law mandating paid vaca-
tion time for workers. Long American work hours are 
stressful; our lowest scores on the Happiness Initiative 
survey consistently come in the area of Time Balance. 

There is considerable evidence that relaxed parents 
produce happier children. But our children, reared by 
stressed parents and pushed through over-scheduled, 
hyper-competitive childhoods, report themselves 
more anxious and less happy than in other countries.

Happiness as a Learned Skill
Policy changes providing more leisure time, and less 

frantic work schedules, would clearly be beneficial 
to American well-being, especially for parents and 

children. But policy is not enough. People may have 
adequate leisure, but if they use it mostly to watch 
television, they may become less happy instead of 
more so. As Americans, we need to understand and 
teach happiness skills, something many seniors have 
learned by the onset of old age and can consciously 
impart to their children and grandchildren. 

Happiness skills are many, but a few examples 
should give you an idea of what I mean:

Gratitude. Think of Thanksgiving, when instead of 
being thankful, Americans are stampeding to buy as 
much stuff as possible. That’s not food for happiness.

Generosity. The new happiness science shows it tru-
ly is “better to give than to receive.” (ABC News Report)

Sociability. Nothing is more important for happi-
ness and health than social connection. Yet, we are 
increasingly isolated: A 2010 Time/AARP study found 
that chronic loneliness among Americans over 45 in-
creased from 20 to 35 percent of the population in the 
previous 10 years alone.

Older, Wiser, Happier: Continued on page 41

http://www.happycounts.org
http://www.happycounts.org
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Time Out (2001)
When Vincent (played by the resolutely ordinary-looking actor Aurelien Recoing) is laid 
off from his comfortable white-collar job, he can’t bring himself to tell his wife and family. 
He continues heading off to “work” every day, milling around office buildings, waiting in 
lobbies for meetings that never come, and calling his wife from business trips. As a matter 
of fact, he assumes a rather more important position than he had before — why not say 
he works for the United Nations? What seems at first like a comic premise gives way to 
a subtly disturbing snapshot of what might happen when an empty vessel like Vincent is 
confronted with the sheer volume of time (we can also appreciate the irony that his fake 
working life doesn’t look all that different from the real working life of a middle-manage-
ment paper-pusher like Vincent). Director Laurent Cantet takes a dreamlike approach to 
this 2001 film so that we really feel the dissolving of all those formerly regimented hours 
and what might happen when someone is incapable of filling them.

Entertain Your Brain: Continued from page 9

Press Play: Continued from page 18

M U S I C  R E V I E W S
Raw, haunting or shimmering,  

these four songs exhort us to use our time wisely and not look back. 
by Joe Rodriguez / Freelance music writer

“No Time for Dreaming” (Single) — Charles Bradley,  
No Time for Dreaming, 2011
Soul singer Charles Bradley is cut from the same cloth as Wilson Pickett and James Brown. 
His raw songs are reminiscent of the gravelly hearted soul you would have heard in the 
late ’60s. The title track of this album is his own way of giving himself a kick in the rear 
to take his singing career seriously. After so many years of doing odd jobs and singing in 
small clubs, it was his time to stop the dreaming and get to work. Lyrically, the message is 
simple: Stop the dreamy procrastination, get up and take action, for there will be plenty 
of time to dream later. Simply put, take this moment to make the dreams real.

“Time” (Single) — Pink Floyd, Dark Side of the Moon, 1973
The song begins with chimes from many different clocks and evolves into a sparse intro 
with just roto toms and a simple guitar riff. The listener gets dragged into, and discovers, a 
cautionary tale. Stuck in the routine of life, we watch it pass by with no major accomplish-
ment. A mind-opener for the attentive listener, the song compels us to take control of our 
destiny or risk waking up and realizing that we are 10 years late to the party known as life. 
  

“Only Time” (Single) — Enya, A Day Without Rain, 2000
This angelic track from the album A Day Without Rain addresses the power time has to 
heal the wounds of living, loving and loss. As she asks in this hauntingly beautiful melody, 
“Who can say where the road goes, where the day flows? Only time.” Indeed, when we 
allow time to do its work, we eventually find the healing and peace that we seek. It’s 
worth a listen in both happy times and sad. 

“Clocks” (Single) — Coldplay, A Rush of Blood to the Head, 2002
On the surface, this is a shimmering burst of musicianship full of delicate string arrangements, 
electric guitar and a driving piano. Lyrically, there is a darker gut check question being asked by the 
vocals of Chris Martin — is he worthy of his time on Earth, and has he done anything to contribute 
to humanity? As Martin ponders if he is part of the problem with the world, or if he needs to do 
something else to make a difference in his lifetime, he alludes to the irony of our obsession with 
time while forgetting to make the best of what we have of it.
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Mindfulness. Slow down and smell the roses!
Time in nature. Our children spend only half as 

much unstructured time outdoors as they did a gen-
eration ago (National Wildlife Foundation Report).

Exercise. Kindness. Patience. Skills we are losing rap-
idly in this always-on, always-faster culture.

Perhaps the most important happiness skill is ser-
vice to others. Current research shows that those who 
volunteer are consistently happier than those who do 
not (Huffington Post). Sadly, despite years of “service 
learning” and other efforts to promote volunteerism, 
we aren’t doing very well in that area. Happiness Ini-
tiative survey data indicates that only a third of Amer-
icans volunteer even a day of their time each year. 
Young people see volunteer work as one more thing 
you have to do to build your resume. That makes it a 
chore instead of a joy.

One thing is clear in happiness research; the quest 
for stuff does not make us happier. The Black Friday 
stampedes are wasted effort and counterproductive. 
As the damage to our environment, health and social 
connection makes clear, they come at enormous cost 
to so many other things we hold dear, especially time 
to truly live. 

Seniors are happier because they have learned the 
value of time, relationships and gratitude. Once re-

tired, they have more time than before. Seniors can 
pass along to their children the values of family, con-
nection, sharing, kindness, appreciation of simple 
pleasures, and service. They can also work to change 
policies to those that support family leave, sick days, 
shorter working hours and guaranteed vacations — 
policies that value time instead of stuff, hours instead 
of dollars. 

In 1912, strikers in Lawrence, Massachusetts, car-
ried banners that read, “We Want Bread, and Roses, 
Too!” As poor as they were, they knew that money 
(bread) was not enough. They needed time to smell 
the roses, time for art, love and beauty, time for play, 
time for each other. It’s a lesson we need to learn all 
over again. Teach your children well so that they can 
teach theirs.

How Happy Are YOU?
Wondering where you rank on the scale of happi-

ness? This survey — at http://www.happycounts.org/
begin-survey/ — will take you about 15 minutes to 
complete. You’ll get an immediate score regarding 
your overall happiness and your well-being in 10 key 
areas of life. It might open your eyes!  u

If you truly enjoy these pursuits, then by all means 
do them with joy. Just be aware that when they be-
come a “must,” you become chained to having your 
time spent by other people. You’ve met those other 
people in your head — Mr. and Mrs. They, next door 
neighbors to the Joneses. Well-intentioned, perhaps, 
but not who we must answer to in the end.

Money and time are treasures for us to steward 
faithfully and thoughtfully. These issues of worthiness, 
these “shoulds” we play in our head, can cause us 
to disregard the value of our time. Take a moment to 
listen to your own voice and decide how you want 
to use the treasures you have. Then take one step this 
week toward choosing the Play tape!  u
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